Maximum Safety.
Maximum Convenience.
Maximum Irrigation.

Deliver Maximum Irrigation with
Safety and Simplicity
Max-I-Probe® Irrigating Probes offer a unique design for unmatched effectiveness, patient comfort
and safety in irrigating root canals and periodontal pockets. The unique side vent produces an upward
turbulence that enhances complete cleaning of root canals, removing significantly more bacteria than
conventional needles.

Periodontal Pockets
Side port produces unique flushing
motion to completely irrigate pockets
Rounded tip protects tissue

Root Canals
Design produces upward flushing motion
for complete canal irrigation
Side port dispersal prevents solution and debris from
being expressed through the apex
Closed, rounded end reduces risk
of apex damage

The Tip that Makes
the Difference
Max-I-Probe® is designed with a close-ended tip
with a side vent to safely and efficiently deliver
irrigants. Sharp or straight ended syringes can
lacerate or puncture, but Max-I-Probe allows
you to fully cleanse the gingival sulci without
damaging tissue.1

Flexibility
The flexibility of Max-I-Probe allows you to safely
reach places that no other probe can.
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Maximum Ordering Options
Max-I-Probe® comes in a wide selection of sizes from 23 gauge to 30 gauge in boxes
of 40 or 100 probes, giving you all the options you need to stock up. In addition,
Max-I-Probe now offers the added convenience of combination probe and syringe
packages, containing 100 probes, plus 100 sterile, disposable 3 cc syringes — all
together in one economical package.

Box of
40 Probes

Box of
100 Probes

100 Probes +
100 Syringes

Description

Color

Outer
Diameter

Std. Root
Canal Inst.

MAXP234

MAXP231

MAX231S

23 ga. x 1”

Light Blue

.025

#70

MAXP244

MAXP241

MAX241S

24 ga. x 1”

Violet

.022

#60

MAXP254

MAXP251

MAX251S

25 ga. x 1”

Orange

.020

#50

MAXP284

MAXP281

MAX281S

28 ga. x 1”

Red

.014

#40

MAXP304

MAXP301

MAX301S

30 ga. x 1”

Blue

.012

#30
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